CONDITIONS FOR THE USE OF BGS MATERIAL (Maps)

Your usage of “the Material”, defined as the BGS map sheet(s) as scanned by you/your organisation from the original paper maps supplied by the British Geological Survey (BGS), a component body of the Natural Environment Research Council (the Council), is subject to the following conditions and by using the Material you signify acceptance of these conditions:

Or

Your usage of “the Material”, defined as the scanned BGS map sheet(s) supplied with this email by the British Geological Survey (BGS), a component body of the Natural Environment Research Council (the Council), is subject to the following conditions and by opening the attachment(s) and using the Material you signify acceptance of these conditions:

1. No transfer of the ownership of any Intellectual Property Rights in the Material arises, or is implied, under the terms of these conditions.

2a) If you want to use the Material as an individual: the Material is to be used solely for your personal or academic reference and viewing purposes; or

2b) If your organisation wants to use the Material: the Material is to be used solely for internal reference and viewing purposes within your organisation; and

2c) For the avoidance of doubt, this personal/internal use extends to visualisation within GIS systems, but excludes any manipulation of the Material within GIS systems (e.g. digitisation of linework)

3 No part of the Material, or anything derived from the Material, may be traded, sold or in any other way supplied or made available to any third party. It is not permitted to publish the Material on any external facing websites, or in connection with any social media or internet services. Any reproduction of extracts derived from the Material, or any reproduction of other materials derived from the Material, will require separate arrangements to be agreed in writing with BGS (see http://www.bgs.ac.uk/about/copyright/ for further information regarding obtaining a BGS Copyright and Scanning Licence).

4 The Material may not have been subjected to current BGS standards of scrutiny and approval. No warranty is provided with regard to the Material’s suitability for any specific purpose.

5 Neither the Council nor its employees accept any liability in respect of loss, damage, injury or any other occurrence arising from the use of the Material, nor for any reliance on results arising out of use of the Material.
6 The rights granted under these conditions may be terminated by either you/your organisation or BGS: (i) with immediate effect, by giving notice to the other Party if that other Party is in breach of any of these conditions and (if it is capable of remedy) the breach has not been remedied within 30 days after the first Party’s notice identifying the breach and requiring its remedy; or (ii) by giving 90 days’ notice of a wish to terminate.

7 These conditions are governed by English law and you/your organisation agree to the exclusive jurisdiction of the English Courts. Notwithstanding any other provision of these conditions and for the avoidance of doubt, nothing in these conditions shall prevent either you/your organisation or BGS from complying with its obligations under the Freedom of Information Act 2000 or any similar regulation. Wherever possible, and in accordance with any applicable Code of Practice issued with the legislation, either Party will consult with the other Party before making any disclosure pursuant to the legislation in relation to these conditions.